Rapidly Digitize Complex Business Processes and Workflows

Turn ANY Developer into a Mobile or Web App Developer

Alpha Anywhere is Ideal For:

**Developers**
boosting their productivity and efficiency

**Companies**
enabling more developers to build mobile apps that need customized solutions integrated with existing systems & workflows

**IT Departments**
increasing their app development throughput

Delivering Digitally Enabled Business Innovation and Disruption
To achieve digital transformation, you must empower all individuals within the organization. Alpha Software offers a complete app development and deployment platform that allows business users and IT developers to build innovative business apps using their unique skills.
Reduce Project Development and Deployment Times; Improve project ROI

Market Leading Web and Mobile App Development and Deployment Platform

Alpha Anywhere enables a wide range of developers – even those without mobile development experience -- to build and deploy mobile apps, while allowing experienced developers to add code whenever needed. By enabling more employees to craft business apps, companies can accelerate the creation of process-driven business apps.

PRODUCT BENEFITS

- Full-stack client and server development environment
- Increases IT and development team throughput
- Utilizes less specialized development resources to craft mobile apps
- Eliminates complex bespoke development projects

BUSINESS VALUE

- Dramatically reduces project development and deployment times
- Address smartphone, mobile and web productivity requirements across the organization
- Gain competitive advantage and cost savings through operational efficiencies

Accelerate the Creation and Deployment of Customized Business Apps

A comprehensive development and deployment environment that enables any developer to quickly become proficient in creating mobile and web apps that run across all devices. Unique low-code technology rapidly creates offline-capable business apps that easily integrate with existing databases, web services, APIs, and systems of record. Includes built-in role-based security, which can integrate with LDAP, Active Directory, and other authentication systems. Use Alpha Anywhere to:

- Turn any developer into a mobile app developer
- Accelerate IT app project throughput
- Develop critical business apps with the latest mobile features and offline capability
Alpha Anywhere enables the faster rollout of digitally-enabled business processes

**Low-Code, Front-End and Back-End Development**
To power outstanding user experiences on any device, and complex business workflows
- Rapidly creates customized mobile and web apps in one system
- Speeds development with comprehensive set of developer tools
- Eliminates need for specialized developers
- Facilitates complex security, integration, synchronization and workflow solutions

**Robust REST API**
To solve complex integration issues and speed data-driven action
- Automated integration simplifies integration into REST services
- Fully supports all REST security protocols
- REST API wrapping makes data integration a point-and-click exercise

**Extensive Integration Capabilities**
To power complex business processes and seamless integration with existing systems of record
- Robust API (see below)
- SQL database integration
- OData integration
- Node.js integration

**Built-in Offline Support**
To power complex, business critical activities anywhere, anytime
- Intelligent conflict resolution versus simplistic “last-write wins”
- Fine-grained control of write conflicts
- Data persistence when the app is closed or the battery is exhausted
- Store rich media and large data files while offline, using the device hardware

**Enterprise Security**
To meet corporate data and regulatory requirements
- End-to-end security meets regulatory requirements
- Data is encrypted on device and in transit
- System can run on-premise
- Works with MDM and MAM systems

**Flexible Deployment Options**
To enable cloud or on-premise hosting
- Public cloud, private cloud, or on-premise hosting options
- Alpha Launch available in both Apple App Store and Google Play Store lets you deploy apps instantly
- Built-in Instant Update allows you to make revisions without needing to resubmit to app store
Alpha Software Corporation accelerates digital innovation and eliminates the bottleneck traditionally associated with developing business apps by enabling line of business users and IT developers to work in parallel to quickly create apps that increase productivity and deliver business value. The Alpha platform is the only unified mobile and web app development and deployment platform with distinct "no-code" and "low-code" components. Using the no-code product, business users and developers can take full advantage of all the capabilities of the smartphone to turn any form into a mobile app in minutes, and power users can add advanced app functionality with the built-in programming language. IT developers can use the low-code environment to develop complex web or mobile business apps from scratch, integrate data with existing systems of record and workflows, and add additional security or authentication requirements to protect corporate data.

WANT HELP SPEEDING UP TIME TO DEPLOYMENT?
Alpha Professional Services will assure deployment success. We offer Quick Start & Mentoring programs to speed onboarding, Outsourced Development to assist with development of more complex apps, and a network of Alpha SI Partners who can help with specialized projects. Contact sales@alphasoftware.com for details.

Begin Your Free Trial Today
www.alphasoftware.com/get-started-2018